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Abstract
The increase in the number of databases accessed only by some applications has made code injection attacks
an important threat to almost any current system. If one of these applications accepts inputs from a client and
executes these inputs without first validating them, the attackers are free to execute their own queries and
therefore, to extract, modify or delete the content of the database associated to the application. In this paper a
deep analysis of the LDAP injection techniques is presented. Furthermore, a clear distinction between classic
and blind injection techniques is made.
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1. Introduction
The amount of data stored in organizational databases
has increased very fast in last years due to the rapid advancement of information technologies. A high percentage of these data are sensitive, private and critical to the
organizations, their clients and partners.
Therefore, the databases are usually installed behind
internal firewalls, protected with intrusion detection
mechanisms and accessed only by applications. To access a database, users have to connect to one of these
applications and to submit queries trough them to the
database. The threat to databases arises when these applications do not behave properly and construct these
queries without sanitizing user inputs first.
Over a 50% of web applications vulnerabilities are
input validation related [1], which allows the exploitation
of code injection techniques.
These attacks have proliferated in recent years causing
severe damages in several systems and applications. The
SQL injection techniques are the most widely used and
studied [2–5] but there are other injection techniques
associated to other languages or protocols such as XPath
[6,7] or LDAP (Light Directory Access Protocol) [8,9].
Preventing the consequences of these kinds of attacks,
lies in studying the different code injection possibilities
and in making them public and well known for all programmers and administrators [10–12]. In this paper the
LDAP injection techniques are analyzed in depth, because all the web applications based on LDAP trees
might be vulnerable to this kind of attacks.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

The key to exploiting injection techniques with LDAP
is to manipulate the filters used to search in the directory
services. Using these techniques, an attacker may obtain
direct access to the database underlying an LDAP tree,
and thereby to important corporate information. This can
be even more critical because the security of many applications and services are based on LDAP directories in
current single sign-on environments [13,14].
Although the vulnerabilities that lead to these consequences are easy to understand and to solve, they persist
due to the lack of information about these attacks and
their effects.
Although the vulnerabilities that lead to these consequences are easy to understand and fix, they persist because of the lack of information about these attacks and
their effects. Though previous references to the exploitation of this kind of vulnerability exist the presented techniques don’t apply to the vast majority of modern LDAP
service implementations. The main contribution of this
paper is the presentation and deep analysis of new LDAP
injection techniques which can be used to exploit these
vulnerabilities. Furthermore, a real environment has been
implemented to perform different experiments in typical
LDAP scenarios and to evaluate the possible danger of
this kind of attacks.
It is important to note that the use of filters to limit the
information that is showed to a client sending an LDAP
search to the server does not increase the security of the
applications, because these filters does not prevent the
use of blind code injection techniques, capable of exploiting injection techniques without having detailed
error messages from the server. Therefore, both, the
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classic and the blind code injection techniques will be
studied in depth in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows: sections 2 and 3
explain the LDAP fundamentals needed to understand
the techniques presented in the following sections. Section 4 presents the two typical environments where
LDAP injection techniques can be used and exemplify
these techniques with illustrative cases. Section 5 describes how BLIND LDAP Injection attacks can be done
with more examples. In Sections 6 and 7, some recommendations for securing systems against this kind of attack are given and, finally, Section 7 presents conclusions and future work.

The most frequent operation is to search for directory
entries using filters. Clients send queries to the server
and the server responds with the directory entries matching these filters. LDAP filters are defined in the RFC
4515. The structure of these filters can be summarized
as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2. LDAP Overview
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol is a protocol for
querying and modifying directory services running over
TCP/IP [15,16]. The most widely used implementations
of LDAP services are Microsoft ADAM (Active Directory Application Mode, [17]) and OpenLDAP [18].
LDAP directory services are software applications that
store and organize information sharing certain common
attributes; the information is structured based on a tree of
directory entries, and the server provides powerful
browsing and search capabilities, etcetera.
LDAP is object oriented, therefore every entry in an
LDAP directory services is an instance of an object and
must correspond to the rules fixed for the attributes of
that object. Due to the hierarchical nature of LDAP directory services read-based queries are optimized to the
detriment of write-based queries. LDAP is also based on
the client/server model.

Filter = ( filtercomp )
Filtercomp = and / or / not / item
And = & filterlist
Or = | filterlist
Not = ! filter
Filterlist = 1*filter
Item= simple / present / substring
Simple = attr filtertype assertionvalue
Filtertype = ”=” /” =”/ ”¿=” / ”¡=”
Present = attr = *
Substring = attr ”=” [initial] * [final]
Initial = assertionvalue

Final = assertionvalue All the filters must be in brackets, only a reduced set of logical (AND, OR and NOT)
and relational (:, ~, =, *) operators is available to construct them. The special character “*” can be used to
replace one or more characters in the construction of the
filters. Apart from being logic operators, RFC 4256 allows the use of the following standalone symbols as two
special constants:
•
•

(&) Absolute TRUE
(|) Absolute FALSE

Figure 1. Typical LDAP scenario.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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3. Common LDAP Environments
LDAP services are a key component for the daily operation in many companies and institutions. Directory Services such as Microsoft Active Directory, Novell
E-Directory and RedHat Directory Services are based on
the LDAP protocol. But there are other applications and
services taking advantage of the LDAP services.
These applications and services used to require different directories (with separate authentication) to work.
For example, a directory was required for the domain, a
separate directory for mailboxes and distribution lists,
and more directories for remote access, databases or web
applications. New directories based on LDAP services
are multi-purpose, working as centralized information
repositories for user authentication and enabling single
sign-on environments.
This new scenario increases the productivity by reducing the administration complexity and by improving
security and fault tolerance. In almost every environment,
the applications based on LDAP services use the directory for one of the following purposes:
·Access control (user/password pair verification, users
certificates management).
·Privileges management.
• Resources management.
Due to the importance of the LDAP services for the
corporate networks, the LDAP servers are usually placed
in the backend with the rest of the database servers. Figure 1 shows the typical scenario deployed for corporate
networks, and it is important to keep this scenario in
mind in order to understand the implications of the injection techniques exposed in following sections.

4. LDAP Injection in Web Applications
LDAP injection attacks are based on similar techniques
to SQL injection attacks. Therefore, the underlying concept is to take advantage of the parameters introduced by
the user to generate the LDAP query. A secure Web application should sanitize the parameters introduced by
the user before constructing and sending the query to the
server. In a vulnerable environment these parameters are
not properly filtered and the attacker can inject malicious
code.
Taking into consideration the structure of the LDAP
filters explained in section II and the implementations of
the most widely used LDAP implementations, ADAM
and OpenLDAP, the following conclusions can be drawn
about the code injection. (The following filters are
crafted using as value a non sanitized input from the
user):
• (attribute=value): If the filter used to construct the
query lacks a logic operator (OR or AND), an injection
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 2. OpenLDAP processes only the first complete
LDAP search filters. Data obtained with LDAP browser.

Figure 3. ADAM responses with a disconnection message in
case of more than one filter are received in only one query.
Data analyzed with wireshark.

like value) (injected filter will result in two filter: (attribute=value) (injected filter). In the OpenLDAP (Figure 2) implementations the second filter will be ignored,
only the first one being executed.
In ADAM, a query with two filters isn’t allowed (Figure 3). Therefore, the injection is useless.
(|(attribute=value) second filter)) or (& attribute
value)(second filter)): If the filter used to construct
the query has a logic operator (OR or AND), an injection like ”value)(injected filter)” will result in the following filter: (&(attribute=value)(injected filter))
(second filter)). Though the filter is not even syntactically correct, OpenLDAP will start processing it left to
right ignoring any character after the first filter is
closed. Some LDAP Client web components will ignore the second filter, sending to ADAM and
OpenLDAP only the first complete one, therefore allowing the injection (Figure 4).
Some application frameworks will check the filter for
correctness before sending it to the LDAP server. Should
this be the case, the filter has to be syntactically correct,
which can be achieved with an injection like:
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Figure 4. This is just because it tries to match the second filter to a list of attributes required. If this can be done
then OpenLDAP only response with those attributes, else OpenLDAP will ignore the second filter responding with
data obtained after first filter is executed and a warning message. Data analyzed with WireShark.

value)(injected filter))(&(1=0. This will result in two
different filters, the second being ignored: (&(attribute =
value)(injected filter))(&(1=0)(second filter)).
As the second filter is going to be ignored by the
LDAP Server, some components won’t allow an LDAP
query with two filters. In these cases a special injection
must be crafted in order to obtain a single-filter LDAP
query. An injection like: value) (injected filter will result
in the following filter: (& (attribute=value) (injected filter)(second filter)).
The typical test to know if an application is vulnerable
to code injection consists of sending to the server a query
that generates an invalid input. Therefore, if the server
returns an error message, it is clear for the attacker that
the server has executed his query and that he can exploit
the code injection techniques. Taking into account the
previous discussion, two kinds of environments can be
distinguished: AND injection environments and OR injection environments.

4.1. AND LDAP Injection
In this case the application constructs the normal query
to search in the LDAP directory with the “&” operator
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 5. Injection LDAP.

and one or more parameters introduced by the user. For
example:
(&(parameter 1= value1)(parameter 2= value 2))
Where value 1 and value 2 are the values used to perform the search in the LDAP directory. The attacker can
inject code, maintaining a correct filter construction but
using the query to achieve his own objectives.
1) Example 1: Access Control Bypass: A login page
has two text box fields for entering user name and
WSN
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Figure 6. Loginpage with LDAP Injection.

password (Figure 6). Uname and Pwd are the user inputs for USER and PASWORD. To verify the existence of the user/password pair supplied by a client, an
LDAP search filter is constructed and sent to the
LDAP server:
(&(USER = Uname) (PASSWORD = Pwd))
If an attacker enters a valid username, for example,
slisberger, and injects the appropriate sequence following this name, the password check can be bypassed.
Making Uname=slisberger)(&)) and introducing any
string as the Pwd value, the following query is constructed and sent to the server:
(&(USER = slisberger)(&))(PASSWORD = Pwd))
Only the first filter is processed by the LDAP server, that
is, only the query (&(USER=slisberger)(&)) is processed.
This query is always true, so the attacker gains access to
the system without having a valid password (Figure 7).
In case of being working with ADAM Microsoft implementation, this injection can be done just in order to
obtain only one filter at the end:
USER=admin)(!(&(|PASSWORD=any))(&(USER=
admin)(!(&(|)(PASSWORD = any))))
As can be seen, in this example, it is necessary to inject code in the user and password fields but it will work
out not only with Microsoft implementations but with
any other LDAP engine.
2) Example 2: Elevation of Privileges: For example,
suppose that the following query lists all the documents
visible for the users with a low security level (Figure 8):

Figure 8. Low security documents.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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Figure 7. Home page shown to the attacker after avoiding
the access control.

(&(directory = documents)(security_level = low))
Where documents is the user entry for the first parameter
and low is the value for the second (Figure 9). If the attacker wants to list all the documents visible for the high security level, he can use an injection like
documents)(security level = *))(&(directory = documents
resulting in the following filter:
(& (directory = documents)(security level =
*))(&(directory = documents)(security level = low))
The LDAP server will only process the first filter ignoring the second one, therefore, only the following
query will be processed: (&(directory = documents) (security_level=*)), while (& (directory = documents) (security_level = low)) will be ignored. As a result, a list
with all the documents available for the users with all
security levels will be displayed for the attacker although
he doesn’t have privileges to see them.

4.2. OR LDAP Injection
In this case the application constructs the normal query
to search in the LDAP directory with the “|” operator and
one or more parameters introduced by the user. For example:
(| (parameter 1= value1)(parameter2= value2))
Where value1 and value2 are the values used to perform
the search in the LDAP directory. The attacker can inject

Figure 9. All security levels documents.
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code, maintaining a correct filter construction but using
the query to achieve his own objectives.
1) Example 1: Information Disclosure: Suppose a resources explorer allows users to know the resources
available in the system (printers, scanners, storage systems,
etc.). This is a typical OR LDAP Injection case, because
the query used to show the available resources is:
(| (type = Rsc1)(type = Rsc2))
Rsc 1 and Rsc 2 represent the different kinds of resources in the system. In Figure 10, Rsc1=printer and
Rsc 2=scanner to show all the available printers and
scanners in the system.
If the attacker enters Rsc1= printer)(uid=*), the following query is sent to the server:
(|(type = printer)(uid = *))(type = scanner))
The LDAP server responds with all the printer and
user objects (Figure 11).

5. Blind Ldap Injection
Suppose that an attacker can infer from the server responses, although the application does not show error
messages, the code injected in the LDAP filter generates a
valid response (true result) or an error (false result). The
attacker could use this behavior to ask the server true or
false questions. These types of attacks are named “Blind
Attacks”. Blind LDAP Injection attacks are slower than
classic ones but they can be easily implemented, since
they are based on binary logic, and they let the attacker
extract information from the LDAP Directory.

5.1. AND Blind LDAP Injection
Suppose a web application wants to list all available Epson printers from an LDP directory where error messages
are not returned. The application sends the following
LDAP search filter: (& (object-Class=printer) (type=
Epson*)) With this query, if there are any Epson printers
available, icons are shown to the client, otherwise no
icon is shown. If the attacker performs a Blind LDAP
injection attack injecting *) (objectClass = *)) (& (objectClass = void, the web application will construct the
following LDAP query:

Figure 10. Resources available to the user from the resources consoles management.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 11. Resources available to the user from the resources consoles management.

(&(objectClass = *)(objectClass=*))
(&(objectClass=void)(type = Epson*))
Only the first complete LDAP filter will process:
(&(objectClass = *)(objectClass = *))
As a result, the printer icon must be shown to the client, because this query always obtains results: the filter
objectClass=* always returns an object. When an icon is
shown the response is true, otherwise the response is
false. From this point, it is easy to use blind injection
techniques. For example, the following injections can be
constructed:
(&(objectClass=*)(objectClass=users))
(&(objectClass=foo)(type=Epson*))
(&(objectClass=*)(objectClass=resources))
(&(objectClass=foo)(type=Epson*))
This set of code injections allows the attacker to infer
the different objectClass values possible in the LDAP
directory service. When the response web page contains
at least one printer icon, the objectClass value exists
(TRUE), on the other hand the objectClass value does
not exist or there is no access to it, and so no icon, the
objectclass value does not exist(FALSE). Blind LDAP
injection techniques allow the attacker access to all information using TRUE/FALSE questions.

5.2. OR Blind LDAP Injection
In this case, the logic used to infer the desired information is the opposite, due to the presence of the OR logical
operator. Following with the same example, the injection
in an OR environment should be:
(|(objectClass=void)(objectClass=void))
(&(objectClass=void)(type=Epson*))
This LDAP query obtains no objects from the LDAP
directory service, therefore the printer icon is not shown
to the client (FALSE). If any icon is shown in the response web page then, it is a TRUE response. Thus, an
attacker could inject the following LDAP filters for
gathering information:
(|(objectClass=void)(objectClass=users))
(&(objectClass=void)(type=Epson*))
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(|(objectClass=void)(objectClass=resources))
(&(objectClass=void)(type=Epson*))

5.3. Exploitation Example
In this section, an LDAP environment has been implemented to show the use of the injection techniques explained above and also to describe the possible effects of
the exploitation of these vulnerabilities and the important
impact of these attacks in current systems security. In
this example the page printerstatus.php receives a parameter idprinter to construct the following LDAP
search filter:
(&(idprinter=Value1)(objectclass=printer))
1) Discovering Attributes: Blind LDAP Injection
techniques can be used to obtain sensitive information
from the LDAP directory services by taking advantage of
the AND operator at the beginning of the LDAP search
filter built into the web application. For example, given
the attributes defined for the printer object shown in Figure 12 and the response web page of this LDAP query in
Figure 13 for Value 1=HPLaserJet 2100, an attribute
discovering attack can be performed by making these
following LDAP injections:
(&(idprinter=HPLaserJet2100)(ipaddress=*))
(objectclass=printer))
(&(idprinter=HPLaserJet2100)(department=*))
(objectclass=printer))
(&(idprinter=HPLaserJet2100)(department=*))
(objectclass=printer))
Obviously, the attacker can infer from these results
which attributes exist and which do not. In the first case,
the information about the printer is not given by the application because the attribute ipaddress does not exist or
it is not accessible (FALSE), as is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Response web page when the attribute does not exist.

Figure 15. Response web page when the attribute exists.

On the other hand, in the second case, the response web
page shows the printer status and therefore, the attribute
department exists in the LDAP directory and it is possible access to it (Figure 15). Furthermore, with blind
LDAP injection attacks the values of some of these attributes can be obtained. For example, suppose that the
attacker wants to know the value of the department attribute: he can use booleanization and charset reduction
techniques, explained in the next sections, to infer it.
2) Booleanization: An attacker can extract the value
from attributes using alphabetic or numeric search. The
crux of the idea is to transform a complex value (e.g. a
string or a date) into a list of TRUE/FALSE questions.
This mechanism, usually called booleanization, is summarized in Fgure 16 and can be applied in many different
ways.
Suppose that the attacker wants to know the value of
the department attribute. The process would be the following:
(&(idprinter=HPLaserJet2100)(department=a*))
(objectclass=printer))
(&(idprinter=HPLaserJet2100)(department=f*))
(objectclass=printer))

Figure 12. Attributes defined for the printer object.

Figure 13. Normal behavior of the application.

Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 16. Booleanization.
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Figure 17. FALSE. Value does not start with ‘a’.

Figure 18. TRUE. Value starts with 'f'.

equal to’ (≥) and ’less than or equal to’ (≤) operators.
3) Charset Reduction: An attacker can use charset reduction to decrease the number of requests needed for
obtain the information. In order to accomplish this, he
uses wildcards to test if the given character is present
*anywhere* in the value, e.g.:
(&(idprinter=HPLaserJet2100)(department=*n*))
(objectclass=printer))
The Figure 21 shows the response web page when the
character ’b’ is tested: no results are sent from the LDAP
directory service so no letter ’b’ is present, but in Figure
22 a normal response web page is shown, meaning that
the character ’n’ is in the department value. Through this
process, the set of characters comprising the department
value can be obtained. Once the charset reduction is done,
only the characters discovered will be used in the booleanization process, thereby decreasing the number of
requests needed.
All these techniques can be easily performed with
automated tools in order to extract all the information.
Just as a proof of concept we developed LDAP Injector
showed in Figure 23.

6. A Practical Proposal to Discover LDAP
Vulnerabilities in Web Applications

Figure 19. FALSE. Value doesn’t start with 'fa'.

In this section a practical proposal is described to recognize bugs in web applications vulnerable to LDAP injection attacks. This proposal is as general as needed to
work with any LDAP directory the application might is
using. It is based in black box techniques meaning no
knowledge about the source code is needed. The core of
this practical approach consists in try out different LDAP
injections against every parameter and then to analyze
the web application responses in order to recognize the
vulnerability.

Figure 20. TRUE. Value starts with 'fi'.

(&(idprinter=HPLaserJet2100)(department=fa*))
(objectclass=printer))
(&(idprinter=HPLaserJet2100)(department=fi*))
(objectclass=printer))
As shown in Figure 12, the department value in this
example is financial. The first try with the character “a”
does not obtain any printer information (Figure 17) therefore, the first character is not an “a”. After testing with the
rest of the characters, the only one that obtains the normal
behavior from the application is “f” (Figure18).
Regarding the second character, the only one that results in the normal operation of the application is ’i’
(Figure 20) and so on. Following the process, the department value can be obtained. This algorithm can be
also used for numeric values. In order to perform this,
the booleanization process should use ’greater than or
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 21. FALSE. Character 'b' is not in the department value.

Figure 22. TRUE. Character 'n' is in the department value.
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Figure 23. LDAP Injector performing a booleanization attack.

6.1. Definitions
Before start to describe the method some definitions are
required to understand the basic principles in which relay
on. These are the following:
Expected values. Set of characters forming the system’s expecting input. These values generate a correct
and normal result and behavior in the web application.
These results are not an empty set of records. This means
that after introduce an expected value web application
retrieve any data from the LDAP directory.
Empty LDAP query (LDAP(Void)). LDAP query
executed using expected values. This means no LDAP
injection has been done.
Injection string (ILDAP). Set of characters not in the
expected values. It is possible that the system is ready for
any input character but it is assumed that LDAP special
characters are those involved in LDAP Injection queries.
Injections can be classified in:
 Positive behavior change injection (ILDAP+). It is
an injection string to produce different number of
retrieved records from the LDAP directory. It
means the generated object list changes.
 Negative behavior change injection (ILDAP-). It is
an injection string to produce fewer objects than the
original one.
Zero behavior change injection (ILDAP0). It is an
injection string to produce no change in the response
object lists generated by the LDAP directory.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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Injected LDAP query LDAP (ILDAP)). It is an
LDAP query in which an injection string has been introduced. This injection should generate a syntax error or
not. It this injection should not result in a syntax error
then it is called Valid Injection (VI), otherwise it’s called
(Not Valid Injection). It is important to notice the use of
should verb. This is because the injection should be correct in an injectable environment but security mechanisms in a web application could make it Not Valid. All
NVI are also ILDAP-because no one object will be retrieved.
Minimum Valid Injection (MVI). It is an injection
string which introduces no logic operators. It means the
injections are constructed using the minimum number of
parenthesis and operators without change the logic.
Complex Valid Injection (CVI). It is an injection
string which introduces changes in the logic. The query
should has a correct syntax and add new logic. Complex
injections are necessaries to evaluate if the parameter is
vulnerable to blind LDAP injections. In order to find out
the correct syntax, the simplest Complex Valid Injection
should be construct and this will only be possible if the
web application is using and AND or an OR query, just
as seen in the first part of this article. Table VI-A shows
some examples.
Not Complex Valid Injection (NCVI). It is a correct
injection with no syntax errors which injects new logic
but changing the object list to retrieve none objects. It is
a key to construct Boolean logic in Blind LDAP injection
attacks. Table VI-A shows some examples.
Res(void). Object list retrieved after sending
LDAP(void) to the web application. This is the result set
sent from the LDAP engine to the web applications after
the LDAP query is executed. Res(void) is constructed by
the objects retrieved when no injection has been done
and hence it is the normal result set.
Res(ILDAP). Object list retrieved after injecting and
ILDAP. This result set obtained might has more or less
objects than Resultset(void) depending on the ILAP. In
each case will be known as Res(ILDAP+) or Res (ILDAP-). The results set obtained depend on several environmental aspects such as the normal query, the container in which is sent through, if it is recursive query,
etc. If A is supposed to be injection string it will be an
ILDAP0 if RES(void)= RES(A), it will be an ILDAP+ if
RES(void) < RES(A) and a ILDAP− if RES(void) >
RES(A).
HTMLRES (ILDAP). It will represent the response
page obtained after sending the ILDAP to the web application. It is the data which methodology has to work with
because is the info that web application sends back to the
client as response to the test tried out. As it is working in
a web environment this will be, normally, an HTML
page.
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6.2. Creating Valid LDAP Injections
Using as reference terminology defined in the previous
section two rules can be settled up as:
1) If it is possible to construct a MVI for a parameter
then it will be vulnerable against LDAP Injection attacks.
2) If it is possible to construct a CVI with AND/OR
logic operators for a parameter then it will be vulnerable
against Blind LDAP injection attacks.
As a general rule, in a black box pen testing audit,
MVI should be constructed to test the parameter strength
against LDAP Injection attacks. This is just because a
Blind LDAP injection attack only can be conducted in
parameters previously vulnerable against LDAP injection
attacks. Let’s suppose a web application retrieving a
GET parameter as following:
http://www.myweb.com/prog.php?id=1.
It will be used to query an LDAP directory to obtain
objects from a container matching filters as in this example:
(login_operator(atributte1=value1)
(atributte2=value2)) or (atributte=value)
The query above will be known as LDAP(void) and
the goal is to find out an MVI which guarantee no more
records will be obtained.
As there is not a universal MVI which works in all the
cases will be necessary to try out different ILDAPs. One
ready for OR queries, another ready for AND ones and
the last prepared to work in simple filters, it means with
only one comparison and no one logic operator. In order
to do this will be necessary to use as reference RES(void)
supposing this is a normal behavior in the web application and that RES(void) is not null. This is mandatory in
order to accomplish Res(void) > Res(ILDAP −).
Taking into consideration that:
·Res(void) >=0 [not null].
·Res(void)= RES(LDAP 0).
·MV I are LDAP 0.
·Res(void) > RES (LDAP −).
·NCV I are LDAP −.
Therefore is possible to conclude that if HTMLRES

(void) = HTMLRES(MVI) and HTMLRES(VOID) !=
HTMLRES(NCVI) then the parameter is vulnerable
against LDAP Injection attacks. The first condition
proves LDAP directory is responding to LDAP injected
queries correctly and second one proves which this is
true, and not a web application behavior, by generating
an empty object list and obtaining a different web application behavior.
It important to keep in mind that in blind environments,
it means in web application in which data is never
printed in the response web page or in the error messages,
to extract all the data is necessary to find out not only a
MVI which complaints the Vulnerable Rule but a CVI.
Vulnerable Rule against Blind LDAP Injection attacks:
If HTMLRES (void) = HTMLRES(CVI) and HTMLRES
(void)!= HTMLRES(NCVI) then the parameter is vulnerable against LDAP Injection attacks.
So, at the end, to find out if a parameter is vulnerable
to LDAP Injection attacks or Blind LDAP Injection attacks, it is mandatory to recognize a response
(HTMLRES) as a normal behavior or a response as a
behavior when an LDAP or an empty object list has been
retrieved. The first behavior will be referenced as a
TRUE behavior and the other will be referenced as a
FALSE behavior, allowing both to construct a binary
logic.

6.3. Web Responses Analysis
Once a valid injection is constructed, it is necessary to
analyze the response given by the web application in
order to define the logic that is behind the booleanization.
There are several behaviors that the system might has
when it receives an injection. In fact these behaviors
correspond to the treatment of errors implemented in the
web server. The methodology has to deal with all the
possibilities to be able to propose an effective criterion.
This criterion determines if the response given by de the
system for an CVI is a true response or a false one. The
most important kinds of system responses when it faces
an CVI are the following:

Table 1. Some examples of complex valid injections (Cvi).
Example
123

Original LDAP Query
(attribute=value)
(&(attribute1=value1)(attribute2=value2))
(|(attribute1=value1)(attribute2=value2))

injection String
Id=value)( Id=valu
e1)( Id=value1)(|

Results
(attribute=value)()
(&(attribute1=value1)(&)(attribute2=value2))
(|(attribute1=value1)(|)(attribute2=value2))

Table 2. Some examples of not complex valid injections (Ncvi)).
Original LDAP Query
123

(attribute=value)
(&(attribute1=value1)(attribute2=value2))
(|(attribute1=value1)(attribute2=value2))
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injection String
Id=value**
Id=value1)(|
Id=value1)(&

Results
(attribute=value**)() (&(attribute1=
value1)(|)(attribute2=value2)) (|(attribute1=
value1)(&)(attribute2=value2))
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Web server error. These responses are predefined in
the server configurations (p. e. http code 500).
Generic error. These responses are programmed by
the application designer.
Correct results webpage. The response contains the
expected values.
Last webpage displayed. The web application has
implemented the errors treatment as a mechanism that
proceed to send the last webpage displayed when an error occur.
For the first three alternatives it is easy to design a
function to analyze the server response. Different techniques can be developed. For this work the following
techniques have been evaluated:
HASH file signatures evaluation. Two different sets
have to be define in order to classify which responses are
false and which are true. This technique does not work
with websites with dynamic content in its pages.
HTML tree evaluation. To deal with the problem
exposed in the last point the focus of the evaluation is
fixed on the tree structure of the HTML document not on
the contents. This technique presents some limitations
with websites where the error treatment maintains the
same HTML structure that the normal documents.
Key words searching. This technique is oriented to
define two distinguishing patterns: one for the false responses and another one for the true ones.
However, when error treatment mechanism uses the
last webpage displayed to deal with a not expected input
there is not any technique to define an effective error
function at least for the time of being.

6.4. The Analysis of the Vulnerability of Web
Application Parameter
In response to the descriptions given in sections above, it
is possible to propose the steps that are necessary to determine the weakness of a parameter defined for a web
application when it is faced an injection attack.
1) To find out the application’s input parameters.
2) To try to construct an IMV.
3) If one IMV exists then
a) To try to construct at least one ICV
b) If this valid ICV exists with the AND or OR
operators, then the parameter is vulnerable to Blind Injection attacks. At this point, it is necessary to determine
the error treatment mechanism implemented in order to
propose an efficient error function. If this mechanism is
based on the last response given, today, the parameter can
be considered as secure.
c) If is not possible construct a valid ICV the parameter can be consider as secure.
4) If no IMV exits then the parameter can be consider
as secure.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.
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7. Securing Applications against Blind LDAP
Injection & LDAP Injection Attacks
The attacks presented in the previous sections are performed on the application layer, therefore firewalls and
intrusion detection mechanisms on the network layer
have no effect on preventing any of these LDAP injections. However, general security recommendations for
LDAP directory services can mitigate these vulnerabilities or minimize their impact by applying minimum exposure point and minimum privileges principles.
Mechanisms used to prevent code injection techniques
include defensive programming, sophisticated input
validation, dynamic checks and static source code analysis. The work on mitigating LDAP injections must involve similar techniques.
It has been demonstrated in the previous sections that
LDAP injection attacks are performed by including special characters in the parameters sent from the client to
the server. It is clear therefore that it is very important to
check and sanitize the variables used to construct the
LDAP filters before sending the queries to the server.
However, developer communities are not widely
aware of this kind of injections because there is no so
much information about LDAP Injection and Blind
LDAP Injection techniques, hence developers don’t sanitize correctly their queries against LDAP directories. A
quick search for “LDAP” in websites hosting open
source projects retrieves a lot of projects with LDAP
Injection vulnerabilities. On the other hand, static code
analysis tools are not ready yet to discover LDAP injection vulnerabilities in the code. So it is easy, for a developer not strongly formed in security best practices, to
create a vulnerable code just relaying in security
post-analysis. Microsoft Code Analysis, a tool forming
part of Microsoft Visual Studio Team System or Microsoft FXCop, two of the most used code analysis tools
don’t have any rule to detect LDAP injection vulnerabilities.
In order to sanitize correctly web application inputs
which are going to be used in LDAP search filters, developers must only pay attention to ten special characters:
|, &, (, ), *, <, >, =, ~, !. If the developer sanitizes in a
secure way the input to forbid those characters LDAP
Injection attacks won’t work.

8. Conclusions and Future Work
LDAP services facilitate access to networks information
organizing it in a hierarchical database that allows authorized users and applications to find information related to people, resources and applications.
This protocol is simple to install, maintain, replicate
and use, and it can be highly distributed. And it allows an
easy implementation of the widely used single sign-on
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environments. Therefore, given the increasing need for
information in current systems, it is an essential service
in almost all networks.
LDAP injection techniques are an important threat for
these environments, specially, for the control access and
privileges and resources management.
These attacks modify the correct LDAP queries, altering their behavior for the attacker benefit. And the consequences of these attacks can be very severe.
Our work is unique in providing a rigorous analysis of
LDAP injection techniques and in showing representative examples of the possible effects of these attacks.
Even more, recommendations to secure applications
against these techniques have been proposed. It has been
showed that filtering the error messages produced by the
server only fortifies the system but does not secure it
against blind injection techniques. A more in depth protection is needed to avoid this kind of injection vulnerabilities too. It has been demonstrated with the presented
examples, that it is essential to filter the client inputs
used to construct the LDAP queries before sending them
to the server. And that the AND and OR filter constructions should be avoided.
Finally, a very interesting line for future research is
working on analyzing injection techniques with other
protocols used to access databases and directories. And
to study the possible utilization of mechanisms booleanization techniques such as character displaying or
charset reduction in other environments.
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